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Greetings Everyone                                Newsletter July 2014 

 

In just a few days time it will be the Aviation NZ Leadership Summit – previously called AIA 

Conference. NZ Helicopter Association will be running its own programme and we urge 

everyone to attend – whether you are a member or not. Part of the programme will see a 

launch of an entirely different way to address safety. It involves NZHA, CAA and you. We 

urge everyone to attend. A warm welcome awaits you. 

 

In this edition you can read about: 

• NZHA Conference – what’s in it for me? 

• Chairman’s Annual Report – ever wondered what NZHA does? 

• Special Robinson Safety Briefing 

• NZHA welcomes new sponsor 

• Tail Rotor 

 

NZHA Conference – what’s in it for me? 

 

OK so here’s what you get: 

• Updates from the Australian Helicopter Association 

• A presentation on how operators should run their own incident investigations. This 

will be lead by CAA’s Paul Breuilly 

• There will be a presentation from Airbus Helicopters on developments there 

• There will be a presentation on the new Bell Jetranger X 

• Arden Jennings will provide an update on the NZ insurance scene including two new 

products 

• CAA’s Andy MacKay and Grant Twaddle will discuss the controversial CAR Part 135. 

505 and CAR Part 135.559. Andy has recently spent a few weeks with Robinson 

Helicopters learning about how Robinson Safety Awareness Training is carried out 

and is likely to give us a heads up about that as well. 

• Aviation Safety’s Lloyd Klee will provide an update on where his Petition on 406ELT 

aerials has got to 

• Chairman Alan Beck and Exec Officer John Sinclair will run a session titled 

“Profitability and Profile” which will examine where Ag Pilots sit in the eyes of others 

and will look at the nuts and bolts of what it actually costs to run an aircraft and how 

this impacts on wages 

• Tom MacCready will give his no-nonsense perspective on the human factors behind 

accidents – basing this on his years as an accident investigator 

• Way2Go helicopters will present their newly developed management system that is 

carried in the cockpit and substantially reduces the workload of pilots 



• John Sinclair will talk about the new safety initiative being launched by a joint 

venture between NZHA and CAA. What is being achieved is seen by the International 

Helicopter Safety Team (IHST) as world leading 

• Then there is a face to face with a pilot training organisation that wants to explore 

exactly what the industry wants in its newly trained pilots. This will be lead by Phil 

Maguire. If you have any views on the NZ training sector this is your opportunity to 

express them 

• In the plenary sessions (when we join with other sectors of aviation) we will hear 

from Ministers Gerry Brownlee, Nick Smith (battle for the Birds) and Conor English, 

CEO of Federated Farmers.  

• There will be another Incident Review Meeting where pilots speak about their 

personal experience of an incident and the factors that lead up to it. This was trialled 

at last year’s conference and proved to be both extremely popular and a moving 

experience for everyone. Currently eight pilots have volunteered to speak 

• The summit concludes with an update on the long anticipated Time in Service 

Recorder and an appraisal of the conference by members 

 

If you want to be informed – be there! 

 

It is important that you register now. You can do that at: 

http://www.aia.org.nz/Events/Summit/Delegate+registration+Form.html 

 

Chairman’s Annual Report 

 

NZHA Chairman’s Report 2014 

 

It gives me pleasure to present the annual report for the NZ Helicopter Association for the 

year ended 31
st

 March 2014. 

 

NZ Helicopter Associationn – what we do 

 

Reactive: First up we offer assistance to members who are in trouble.  

 

Proactive: We try to ensure the sustainability of the helicopter sector in accordance with 

our mission statement, which is: 

 

To provide its members with services that directly benefit their business or pursuit of 

private/corporate operations and to provide safety programmes and seminars that enhance 

safety, encourage professionalism and promote the unique contribution helicopters make to 

the New Zealand economy and way of life. 

 

There are a number of issues that NZHA has worked to address and in no particular order 

these are: 



 

• Accident Analysis. A major project of the last year has been the work on accident 

analysis that NZHA has been doing in collaboration with CAA. This work has used the 

data that CAA has collected but by consulting with the industry, a whole range of 

additional information has been realised. Some areas of concern have been 

identified and these are being further investigated – in particular with a view to 

identifying the reasons for the number of turbine engine failures. The data has been 

collected over the last 12 years and continues to be updated at each NZHA meeting 

by CAA. We expect to make an exciting announcement at this year’s conference 

about the role NZHA has to play in the analysis of not just accidents but incidents as 

well. 

I believe we can be proud in the knowledge that IHST (International Helicopter Safety Team) 

visited CAA a few weeks ago and were gobsmacked at the level of information we have 

been able to gather re accidents and incidents. In their words NZ is light years ahead of 

where they are, particularly the way we have worked hand in hand with CAA/NZHA.   The 

feedback we received from the CAA was  "their jaws hit the floor when they saw what the 

CAA and NZHA had been doing”.   Industry can take a pat on the back. 

• Flights over Water. CAR’s require that aircraft flights that exceed 30 minutes from 

land shall (effectively) have HF communications. NZHA has promoted the acceptance 

of Satellite telephones as a logical and more reliable substitute. Whilst exemptions 

have been given to individual operators, in the fullness of time CAR’s will catch up 

with this technology. NZHA sees the present rules system as having so much inertia 

that the advantages offered by new technology are always incredibly slow to be 

adopted. 

• TiSR (Time in Service Recorders).  Work has continued with promoting tamper proof 

time in service recorders. The industry itself needs to take ownership of this project 

and that is exactly what is happening. Look forward to an announcement at 

conference. 

• LIB 4. NZHA’s position has always been that crew are crew and fare paying 

passengers are fare paying passengers.  Everybody understands that yet LIB 4 makes 

medics and winch operators “passengers.” Our communications with CAA show that 

there is considerable sympathy for our interpretation within CAA but until LIB 4 is 

withdrawn, we have to operate on an assurance from the Director that the LIB will 

not be enforced.   Whilst we appreciate the CAA stance on this, our position remains, 

and that is until this issue is put to bed it still puts  members in a vulnerable position.  

• LandSAR Human Sling Standard. NZHA has collaborated with LandSAR in the 

development of this standard. 

• Other standards. These were promoted by Service IQ at the request of the flight 

trainers. These were standards for Winch operators, NVIS, and HUET. NZHA was not 

consulted and found out about this proposal by accident – which is interesting given 



Service IQ is our own industry training organisation. NZHA took the view that it was 

not appropriate to train new entrants in winch and NVIS as these skills are typically 

introduced only to experienced pilots. The HUET standards was however supported. 

• Water Rescue Standard.  There was a workshop run by the NZSAR Secretariat  with a 

view of developing a standard for Water Rescue which NZHA attended but after 

consultation with our members, opposed that proposal. 

• CAR Part 135.505 vs 135.559.  Again there is some recognition within CAA that the 

Authority has got 135.505 wrong.  A presentation at this year’s conference may help 

to explain to members the apparent contradiction of these two rules. 

• 406 ELT Exemption. NZHA petitioned CAA for an exemption to the rule part requiring 

406 ELT’s on the basis that their reliability is as low as 15% and satellite tracking 

systems have proved to be far more effective and reliable. Our petition was not 

allowed but we have supported another petition from Lloyd Klee that promotes the 

locating of ELT aerials other than the way specified in the rules. NZHA believes that 

this would make the ELT’s somewhat more reliable. 

• RPAS. NZHA through Aviation NZ has submitted to CAA on the very real concerns we 

have for sharing the low level environment with unmanned vehicles, particularly if 

the “pilots” are untrained. The rapid development of these vehicles will likely see 

large numbers of them operating in NZ if overseas experience is followed here.  

• Stakeholder Relations. We are quietly confident that our relations with CAA and 

indeed all of our regulators are at an all time high. We have worked to develop trust 

and I think it is fair to say the same thing applies from their perspective. It is only by 

working together that we can achieve the greater safety outcomes the NZ helicopter 

community aspires to.  

• Member Communications. During the year NZHA has produced 12 newsletters that 

currently go to 650 recipients. We have called on a number of members at their 

bases and listened to their concerns and whilst these visits provide good value one 

on one, the cost of travelling means that this activity is carried out less often than 

desirable. Through the workshops run in conjunction with the accident analysis and 

the NZAAA Sustainable Farming Fund Project, face to face contact with members has 

been higher than in previous years. 

• Sponsorship. We are proud of the support that we have received over the past year 

from our very valued sponsors, namely Aviation Co-operating Underwriters Pacific 

Ltd, Boston Marks Insurance Brokers, Avsure Insurance Services to the Aviation 

Industry and in recent times we have been able to welcome Airbus Helicopters as 

becoming a Gold Sponsor of NZHA.   Bell Helicopters have as a Bronze Sponsor also 

continued to support NZHA and it is only with these companies generosity that we 

have managed to continue with our efforts in delivering the outcomes that I have 

covered. 

So for the future: 



• We have revisited our mission statement we believe that in our current environment 

that mission statement remains relevant. 

• We intend focusing on compliance costs and to that end here are our targets: 

- Reduced frequency of CAA Audits for AIRCARE™ accredited operators 

- CAA Charges, this includes the hourly rate plus fixed fees as well as what items 

we are required to pay for.  CAA medical fee, why should it cost about the same 

for CAA to file a piece of paper as it costs the ME1 to actually do the exam and 

issue the certificate? 

- Re-Entry audits. What value do they bring to either the regulator or the 

operator? 

- Forced equipage.  We could retrospectively put 406 ELT’s into this category for 

all the use they are, but looking forward it is ADS-B and PBN that are going to 

impose significant cost on helicopter operators – like USD15K per aircraft for 

ADS-B - and you don’t have a choice about this if you use controlled airspace. 

- Airways charges, this includes the charges themselves, plus whether a service 

should actually be provided (should the airport actually have a tower), plus 

charging for VFR transit of controlled airspace and whether the airspace should 

be controlled. 

- It was touched on at last Conference, but at this year’s venue we will further look 

seriously at supporting the EMS Division becoming part of the Helicopter 

Association in order to help support the ongoing functions of that division. 

Clearly the legislation will have to change if some of these items are to be delivered and 

going forward there are opportunities that NZHA will not be passing up. 

- The AIRCARE™ Programme was again endorsed by NZHA Executive as was the will to 

work with regulators and customers to promote what the benefits this programme 

delivers.  Unfortunately the promotion of the AIRCARE™ Accreditation  Programme 

recently became the subject of an unidentified complaint to the Commerce 

Commission alleging that we had breached the Fair Trading Act.   The investigation 

was concluded with no further action being taken and Aviation NZ does not accept 

the allegations that any breaches occurred.   Whilst we believe this complaint was 

somewhat frivolous it certainly was distracting from our core business and wasted a 

lot of our Executive Officers precious time and sponsorship resources researching 

the disclosure requirements for the investigator, it has left us pondering why anyone 

would not want to strive for improving aviation safety and raising the bar on safety 

standards.   This speed bump will not derail our attempts to continue to support 

improving safety standards and The AIRCARE™ Programme continues to be relevant 

to our mission statement. 

Thanks to our EO John Sinclair and our committee members for their efforts over the past 

year. 

Lloyd Matheson QSM 

Chair 

 

Special Robinson Safety Briefing 



 

CAA’s Andy McKay has asked us to spread the word on the following: 

 

I would be grateful if you could circulate this to members I have arranged for Robinson to 

give a safety brief on the R66 and a general product update on the R44 first week November 

2014 in Ardmore and Queenstown. 

  

https://www.caa.govt.nz/safety_info/seminars/robinson_helicopter_briefing.html 

 

The briefing will be by Robinson CFI Tim Tucker and hopefully Kurt Robinson is coming also 

  

Limited places for Dual flight with Tim Tucker on day two mainly aimed at the R66.. 

  

Price is free for the day safety brief and price TBA for the dual session with Tim.  Depends if 

customer wants to use their own machine or hire one (that will be made available) 

  

Good chance for the industry to hear first-hand the update re the R66 and accident issues.   

I have just returned from the factory after doing there instructor R66 course and found it 

educational. 

  

The R88 is already on the drawing board and finally an articulated rotor head is in the mix 

  

Need registrations by 31 Aug. 2014 so we can plan. Register interest by emailing 
andrew.mckay@caa.govt.nz 

  

NZHA Welcomes New Sponsor 

 

It gives us great pleasure to announce that Australian Aereospace has recently signed a 

sponsorship contract with NZHA. We thank them for their valuable support. If you read the 

Chairman’s Report you will see where NZHA spends its income - that comes from both 

sponsorship and subscriptions. 

 

Tail Rotor 

 

From Benjamin Franklin 

• If you would have a faithful servant, and one that you like, serve yourself. 

• Our necessities never equal our wants. 

• Hear reason, or she'll make you feel her 

 

Keep it safe out there and as usual, send any feedback to sinclairjg@gmail.com and please 

support our sponsors.  

 

Gold Sponsors 



             
 

 
 

Bronze Sponsors 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


